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TI-IE PRESIDENT'S FORUM

INSTITUTIONAL RSEARCH: ARE`WE DOING ALL THAT

WE CAN TO ENHANCE ITS STATUS?

It is common knowledge among professionals in the

field of edtcation that you cln determine the status

of ,am administrative office by looking at an 'organization-

al chart and determining how far it is located from

the president. With increasing frequency, it ' seems

(that Institutional Research office/ are no longer reporting

directly to the chief academic administrator. 1Cquick

survey of colleges with 4ew presidents,'hence a reorganiza-

tion, supports this statement. Some Institutional Research

offices have been consolidated with 'other offices and

now perform dual fiinctions. Dwindling resources may

have dictated some of these changes in the organizational

structure.

Lack of role definition may be a second cause of

this problem. Like many other professional positions,

the role of the community collegge institutional researcher

is complex and varied. These characteristics contribute

to the difficulty of defining the institutional research

role within alld across institutions, Studies and personal

observations by the author indicate that the community

college institutional. research function variesth
irstitutional si'ze and age; organizational structure;

administrative 4
style; and the preparation and preferences

of the researcher. in terms of organizational structure,

r. in many, institutions role definition is complicated

by multiple role assignments. *In these institutions

the position title is Director of Institutional, Research

and The blank is completed with responsibilities

such as planning or development. These alternate roles

often dominate the vesearch role.

Another cause of this problem of diminishing impact

and diluting of function may be due to the personal

/1/4
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and professional attributes of the individual holding

the positiln. Due to lack of training, some institutional

resejrchers may isolate themselves from central )anagemertt

functions. Dther researchers may have personalities

that conflict ,,.t^ the management style of the institution-

, tnus become- :sciated from top management. Several

reasons have oeer liver for the placement.of the Institutidn-

al Research fu *-ction iei the organizational structure.

For'two of tre rei.sons, little can be done by an individual;

.nowever, as _7' duals we can do something. T,he following

suggestiNss a-.Z, recommended for improving the status

of Inst.C:Jtionai Research within, an institution:

1. Shift Jtcision-making power from Inititutional

Research to management. Make sure that ,manage-

sent is involved during 'the entire projet-
"from conceptualization to completion--/n this

manner - management will have made a commitment

,; the project. They know\ their needs better

tha- we do-- listen ta what management Says.

MargeMent h'as to live with the solutions

tt the oroolemsr therefore, they should have sole

responsibility for making recommendations.

2. ImoroJe credibility. No matter how we ! de-
% sixed, organized and useful yolk stu y is,

the management is not going to use it if they

cer:e.ve the researcher as being condescending,

t^azcessible or unresponsive to their needs,

De.14er what you promised when you promised

It.

PrAur, timely 'outputs. Data should be used

ald ,.n decision-making. not to suppoFt a

del:;lor tnat Treacly has been, made, therefore,

dat-i be !readily available at all times.

4. 0,_.1,0P accurate ,-e;:orts. Nothin reduces the

stats Gf a reSeArrh office like a mtport with

in.cu ate data. Two inaccurate reports anti

lb%
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all the credibility built up. by your office

is gone. Accuracy is one area where even one

mistake can be costly.
*

Provide _assistance ' to staff outside central

admiristration. Data is not only the need

of administration. You can proilde a valuable

service eto other staff by aiding the in :thvr

efforts. You are thus building a team of, users

that will support your cause throughout the

A instituter.
.0

6. Assume responsibility for gathering and reporting

data requested by outside agencies. Most admin-

istrators will gladly give up the routine data

collection efforts for outside agencies. By

collecting tnis data you can standardize the

results and notice areas where a need for improved

data exists.

Puti:cize internally the results of ygur work

or, a regular-basis. Studies tnat are conducted

or an individual snoyld remain o-ly in the

donai- of that Individual; howe,,exJudies

do the institutional level car ce reported

suits of a follow-up of

graduatt.'S or a rofile of currert'y enrol

students can to disseminated inst,tutio wide

in the form of a trief or a digest.

Wr.',e reports for the user. Avoid I ngthy dis-

cussions 'r,n' methodology and statistic 1 technique

the use could no.;,. care less. D Pot use In

stltutioral Research jargon -- yore outside

of InstitutibnaI Research will not knof- what

you are talking about. Avoid an overly detailed

and technip.fil repOrt. Use numbers, words,

and pictures in your report. There are three

.Type_, of people. "ruOber" people -who are
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best communicated with by numbers; "word" people-

who best understand ideas: expressed in words

rathe- than- numbers; and "picture" peoplewho-

neird charts and graphs to help them appreciate'

..,
the f.ndings.

i. Paceage your work wl.th class. Although there

is a saying that "you can't judge a book by4

itt cover," a poorly packaged report will not

even be gl,,en the opportunity to be judged.

The final report should have visual_ appeal and

be typed neatly in a standard format. Have

cr,de in what-you produce.

r
Co.-dirate tne ,collection of data produced by

mo-e '_"an one office. By doing this, you will

assure ,consistency and relevancy of reports ::,,,-

duceol.

ii. Go w.om tne green lign't. No matter how good yod

yid r'-.ar only do SO MJOh. 'Q0-1, with areas;

a-d dea> that are needed and wanted ty management

ard. sit". Build up rSur reputattcr as a tea-

olaye- f.om a service unit and yoL; Tay -get to

nave suggestions for future. study.

12. Orlen'. 0.1' work toward manacerial. needs. F. -st

a
la ad fn-emost, your reason for existence :-.., to

. sui-,ply na-agement with data, so their needs

must a:ways cone first. Show a genuine interest

1r . -vIrg with college-wide management ,_oncerms.

13. Be flexible in your approach to management and

'pr,-,ble- solving. There is an old saying that

"there is more than one way to skin a' cat."

There is always 1'5re than one. way to solve a

) problem and to work with management.

,4. A,qui- a sPn,e of, timing. Know when to move

,,we-d, wren 'n pull "act and when to maintain

I

f
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position. Many excellent studies are tabled .

forever because of inappropriate timing.

15. Stow an interest in people. Individuals have

a seed to know that what they are doingvis impor-

tant. If you show pee that you care about

what they are doing, it makes working with them

a lot easier.

16. Focus. on issues. Many times individuals focu's

on problems, that are 4malf or tangentia.1 to

the issue Your job is to focus on the main

.issue--the solutions to secondary concerns will

then fall into line.

17: ' Be available. rf possible, never turn down a

reqUest for assistance. The person coming

to you thinks that freir 'problem is the most

important in the world--if you rebuff them you

can damage' your chances for future support.

18. Have a strong code of ethics. Once you mompromise

your position, further violations of ethical

standards are likely to follow.

19. now your data proce.s,sing manager. The information

systems manager is a necessary ally get to

know him/her well. The need to process and

collect data must be dons with the blessings

of this person forl most of your` requests will

be processed by this office.

The future (r, ythir Institutional Research office is in

your hands. Institutional Research has no life of its

uwn -it bs a service function and li*,0,anr service function,

if it does not produce what is wanted, it is ,eliminated.

,incorporating the above suggestions may not be .easyt 4iut

if you want to maximize your impact on educational practices,

you mutt do more than just conduct studies and write up

air



the results for other itutional, Research professionals

to read.'

I
6

Kathryne 84ratta-Wilders

President

1981-82

Nay
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A CASE STUft-,
.

LOVG.:-RANGE PLANNING. PROCESS*

Schooldraft College
Livor.4, Michigan

C: Nelson Aote
-

Motivation

a. ,

Why plan? Although Sch-oolcraft College had traditionally

been involved in planning, it was not an ,inteirated "syste-

matic" process. Most of the planning was done through

isolated reports required by Stati agencies, typical fore--
casting of enrollment, projections of sources of revenue

and costs and segmentid planning. A five-year plan had

been published (1975-80) and 'a long-range site plac for

the use of Land had been adopted. It was becoming obvious

in an era of unstable funding in 'the face of a tax' revolt

and 'iAcreased competition for the - traditionat. Vic] non-
.

traditional student, that syftematic planning was of increip-

ing importance. The administration recognized the need

to become more sophisticated. in the planning process and

this interest was strongly supported by theIoard oc Trustees.

Prepiration

Since any major new development, that suggests change,

needs the support, and involvement of the chief executive

office'r (CEO) as well as the executive staff, a staff develop-.

ment program was initiated a year ahead ofilithe planning'

process.t A review or the literature was conducted, books .?,g

and publicatiqns-were ordered and circulated and the President

*Work)hop: Responding to Societal Trends ugh Ong-
Range Planning. Presente at th C.'6_ nual

Convention- in Washin , 1981.
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and key .staff .embers attended work5fiops 'an conferences
on long-range planning. Copies of other long- pge planningOcl

Is and processes were collected, reviewed and discussed

with fellow Presidents and staff. (A sma1.1 steering committee

of administration, faculty, 'staff, and students was appointed
very early.

CommiVient

I/
4.14Jhe Board of Trustees included persons from both

....

small and large corporations where planning is an integral

pa4q4k4f management. Therefore, it was only natural that

the Agard expressed, its interest in the need for systematic
pl#niling at the college. The Board pre-committed the

President by making long-range planning one of the measure-
able objectives in his perfgrmance evaluation. It was

believed that, the President should give primary direction
to the process until such time that it was operational,
with .the ur,...ide...20tinding that one or more staff members
s d become" sufficient19' invelpd in the initial cycle
t 1111/sume the responsibility for the coordination of the

protets in future years. An initial budget of $5,000
was jstablished, primarily for the use Hof consultants,
in addition to oupport, services already available to the'

-P esidellt such as 'the Data Processing Center, research

a d technical assistance and staff' time.

Process
.,1

,

Through the uom of an enlarged steering committee,
including two representatives from the Board of Trustees,

/It was quickly 4:.reed that rather than developing a "plan"
the we would develop a'""erocess." The term Pprocess"
imp ies something that is continuous and where involvement
of many people is inherent when compared to ,'a plan" that

completed awl often put on the shelf. Secondly, we

decided that a planning model would be developed specifically

0

4
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for Schoolcraft Cdllege 'rather than adopting a model from

another college or buying. a planning package from a consulting

firm. The advice from consuLants and supported in the

literature on planning was .that the model should' be unique

to our institution but at ithe same time should contain

.ie;ements common to most planning processes.

The Model

After months of study, discussions with the steering

committee and review by consultants, a closed loop" model

involving six phases was adopted. (See model attached)

It follows a basic Planning, Management and Evaluation

(PME) format. TK'e Board of Trustees is involved at three

Major points, a review between Phases I and II, a second

review between Phases II and III and in the final evaluation.

The use of external resources concludes with strategic

planning (Phases I and II) and the process becomes internal

with the management stage (Phases III, IV and V). In other

words, the operation and implementation stages are clearly

the responsibility of management. The model calls for

a "roll up" of goals every five years, institutional objec-

tives every two years and division objectives and activities

annually.
110

Scheduling

The naive would suggest that a planning process can

easily be put in place in six months--at most a year. I

When we began to schedule the various stages and phases,

we agreed on a time interval (of 15 months for the first

time through the process. Experienced presidents and

consultants advised us that we were too ambitious, especially

when a busy president was going to direct the process with

limited use of staff and consultant services. Experience

has shown that we were too ambitious, even though our revised

4

40°
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schedule (see attached) extended over 30 months which

would have fully implemented the process throu* xwo cycles.

Use of CoWsultants

Minimum use of consultants has been our practice.

A person from a national consulting Firm was invited in

early to critique the model and to assist in the orientation
of executive staff in relation to the planning process.
The same person returned a few month's 'later to., assist

in the orientation of the middle-management staff in relation

to some basic concepts of planning as well as to serve

as the resource person in the drafting of scenarios and

conjectures. Later, a= consultant from a commutity college
'who had had direct experience in the design an implementa-..

tion of a planning process was invited to the campus.

He critiqued the process through Phase 'I and assisted

in the preparation of the details leading to the goals-

setting process. He will be invited back to assilt in

the drafting of institutional objectivesthat will suliport,

each of the goal statements:'

Progress

After 15 months of work, we find ourselves five months

behind our initial schedule. However, there was a total

lapse of five months dUe to a serious labor dispute: combined

with major bUdget revisions due is state aid. cutbacks

and a heavy legislative session. As of Spring 1991, we

have:

Completed ,44-1e review and redraft of ,our Mission

Statement, which by the way coincided w1411 the

initial steps in preparation, for ''rea'ffinmatiOn

of accreditation by our regional. Association.

vir
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a "futuri.ng" exerc-ise, we drafted seven

scenarios with multiple conjectures for 'each

bah ;completed the validation and -analysis

of the conilctures.

3. We r have completed our

4.

institutional profile and

refined our data base,to -enable us to make periodic

updates.

We have developed a set of goal statements for

1981-85 that were validated ty a-jury of 123 people
reicesentative of the colltrge and the community

our goal' statements with

from thk., scenarios. This

sessions over a four-week

and cross validated

selected .conjectures

involved three --0)

time frame.

5. Ttre

the

goal statements ore ready to de reviewed by

Board of kustees at the nex regular meeting.

6. Prepartiliton is tieing made to begin the stage whwhere

insti onal objectives are wr iten '\f"-Orr----Fach

goal statement.

Hindsight--a Critique!

1 While the CEO needs to

to the process, a pus

flow of problems and

as to the time that

planning--especially

uous attention. More

r,

onstrate his/her commitment

CEO, subject to the daily

issues, is severly limited

c n be spent on long-range

giving the project contin-

r.esponsibility should have

been given earlier to staff and a lesser commitment

should ha. been made on behalf of the CEO. It

a good\decision, to. spend time y early on

definition of terms (see attache for without

was

the

such an alreement, the process would have been

most difficult.
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2. Too little time was allotted to the writing of the scenarios

and conjectures and much more training should have been

given to the discussion leaders. Orientation, although

specific and illustrative, over a lunch hour period, proved

to be inadequate. The one and onehalf day staff development

workshop on longrange planning for idmanagement was

too .short and intense. It should have been in two segments

rather than in one.

C
3. The scenarios and conjectures should have been edited by

a common person or subcommittee prir to the validation
process. Not only were some conjectures poorly drafted

within certain scenarios, there was insufficient uniformity
in format across thek,scenarios and conjectures that created
problems later in the process. Conjectures should have

been written in terms of the external environment rather

than as related specifically to Schoolcraft College.

4. A request to a cross section of faculty, staff and students

to submit 'sample goal statements was ineffective. Even

though definitions were provided and sample statements

were cited, most statements were objectives rather than

goals and the response was limited. An orientatio of

one to one and a half hours preceding the reques ould

have been much more productive.S

5. The use of a carefully 'selected goalsetting tommittee
comprised of ten inhbuse people and 13 from the broader

community proved to be an excellent decision. The visibility,"

of 'the CEO in this step proved to be wise and enabiet
us to utilize some busy and impo6rtant people from the

community for this very significant assignment. However,

more time at the first meeting should have been spent

on a discussion of the philosophy of a community college
and of our Mission Statemeni. Also, small groups spent

too much time on the wording' (editing) of goal statements
rather than identification

(
of substance of possible goals.'

0'
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5. It is difficult to sustain interest throughout

the faculty and staff as different phases of

the process are being developed when only repre-

sentatives fro,' the 'groups are directly involved.

Additional progress reports should have been

made. The unfortunate delay of `five months

has also effected the inertia and motivation

of the mid-management group especially.

Major Responsibilities of the LRP Steering Committee

1. Review and complete basic design of LRP.Inodel.

2. Establish calendar and time lin:), for each phase.

3. Review factors that will influence the future

and identify 1)otential impact on College.

4. Review mission of the College. 4

5. Identify major categories in which data will

need to be collected and analyzed and review

College profile.

5. Determine . critical points requiring consultation

by an outside person or firm."

7. Determine the need for and composition of other

LRP Coimittees, especially the Committee on

Goals.

8. Assist in the evaluation of the LRP mocileP as

called for in Phase VI and recommend necessary

changes in the LRP model.

Definition of Key Terus - LRP

Mission - The pu'rposes fo; which the College was established;

a charge; the charter or general direction that

guides and directs an institution in what it

13
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does; often includes a philosophical statement;
usually broad statements relating to programs
and services when' applied to postsecondary educa-

tion. (See Policy.1010)

Goals An aim., a statement of a desired future position;
a generalized, end; a desired condition or state
of education affairs toward which effort is

directed , to accomplish the mission (purposes)
of the College.-

Objectives - A specific result of a coun'te of action;

something to work toward; derived 'from a

goal, aninteaded result that is quantifiable;

an action capable of being evaluated; not

synonymous with an activity or a groups of

activities; may be short range or long term.
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THE MICRO-COMPUTER: A-NEW RESOURCE FOR
THE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHER

R. Gregory Litaker

This study will present a brief history

of the evolution of the micro-computer and

will describe its basic elements'. The usefulness
of this new resource to the institutional

researcher will then be discusud. -Also

included will be a comparison of several

of the most popular brands of micro- computers

currently on the market.

In the last fifteen years many changes have occured

In the computer indUstry which have had and continue

to have significant effects upon those of us who use

these 'ma:hines in our work. Rapid advances in the

tec',,olog;es in coOputer equipment design and

ma-ufact.ire -d,e reduced the cost and increased the

capacity of lial,anie computer services ho the colleges

and univers.tie,. Advances in micro-electronic circuit

design and manufacture are among the most dramatic

areas of change.

The firs,_ impact of these advances on university

computing was felt in 1965 when the PDP- mini-computer

was released. Until that time the majorit dtf -university

compUting was done through a central resou ce. Suddenly

these mini-computers began to appear engineering

schools, hospitals, and laboratories.

of $50,0qt each, there were few that could afford

them.

But at a price

As the prices for these machines continued to

decline, more were purchased. Unlike .their mainframe

counterparts, these mini computers could not easily

..pe-form a wide variety' of tasks, so they found their

ol=h4 by provrding 'specialized computing functions

to the, various units that could afford -them. Computing
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was beginning to be \decentralized. This smarle'rr:Tzed

computer could provide sirificant power previously avail-

able only through the main computer facility or perhaps

not at all.

Due to continuing technological advancement, the

prices for the miriiNcoputers has dropped into the $1,000

to $5,000 range. Also an entirely new breed oc computers

has emerged. Theltbe new micro coftputers, small enough

to sit on a desk top mod- Olich look deceptively like

a typewriter can deliver more calculation and 1..ogic power

than the largest computers being built in the 1950's

and are priled in the $500 to $1000 flange.

According to Adam Osborne in his "'Introduction to

Microcomputers ", the actual birth of the micro compute.

went something like this:

Datapoint Corporation of San, Antonio, Texas, are

a manufacturer of "intelligent terminals" and small
A

computer systems. In 1969, they (along with Cogar

and Viatron) attempted to /flake "a great leap forward".

Datapoin.t engineers designed. a very Plementary

computer, and contracted with ntel and Texas Instru-

4Aents to implement the design on a single logic

chip. Intel succeeded, but their product executed

instructions approximately ten times as slowly

as { Datapoint had specified, so Datapoint declined

to buy, and built their own product, using existing

logic components. Intel were left with a computer-

like 1004 device, whose development had been paid

for. They were faced with the choice of manufacturing

and selling it, or shelving Lt. They chose to sell

it, called it thP Intel 8008, and the microcomputer

had arrived. IP

Generically known as micro-computers,. these machines

have to some degree, all of(,- the same capabilities" of

their mini and mainframe counterparts.

I

ti j
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INPUT AND OUTPUT.DEVICES:
, ....

The micro-computers will have at a- min um a type,-

writer-like keyboard as an input device and CRT display

tube as an outpu device. Additional periphera inp4t/output

devices are listtcl in the appendix.

20

ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT:

This is th "brain" of the machine - e microprOtessor.

This is the par of the machine thfit ontrols all of the
4i.,

logical ancL mathematical s of he computer. There

are sever,:i" types of s,., sors available in the

various machines the individwa nuances of whth are more

technical than practical.

MEMORY:

Main memory or ran otom access .(RAM) memory is where

the programs and data reside while the computer' is operating.

The amount of available memory is a determinant in the

maximum complexity of the problem that the computer can

resolve. These machines usually come with from 8 to 64

thousand bytes of RAM memory (written 64K), but recent

announcements promise machines with 128k of memory which

will be delivered within the year. It is. interesting

to note that the first IBM System 360 that the author

worked with had 128k of memory.

DATA AND PROGRAM STORAGE:
-:.

A simple cassette tape recorder serves as a program

and data storage device. Magnetic disk drives which are

faster and easier to use are also available.

4'
In summary, the micro-computer is a small computer

capable of accepting instructions from the user, storing

.those instrictions (programs) and data. executing the

instruction' and displaying the results.

..,

of,
4.10 Lo

w
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MICRO-COMPUTERS AND INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

As was evidenced in the AIR NEW DIRECTIONS monograph

on New Trends in Adminisirative Computing, institutional

researches are OxPeriencing more and more interaction

with computers on a variety of levels. We have historically

perfo4e a number of activities which require direct

interac on .with' the computer. The most frequent tasks

ark ose of data manipulation and analysis:4-tgerettive

information retrieval and reporting, projections, model

and simulation, trot and file editing, and plotting or'

other ,graphic analysis. Many of these !activities will

always ....Qequi're the use of the "wain" computer because

of large memory or data file requireeer but many other

functions can be performed by a mizill=computec.

WHAT A NICRO,CONPUTER CANNOT DO:

Micro-computers. cannot directly store large data

' bases. The storage caWitr for the small disk drives

used in micro-computer systems is usually limited' to 50.0k

bytes of storage space. , fiat converts to about 50 pages

of text material. While there are other types of drives

which store up to a million bytes of data the other will

prof bly experience difficulty makibg a copy of this data,

that is "backing-up" the file. Another thing micro-computers

tannot do is to work with large matrices of the type required

when running SPSS, 1:INITAB, BMD, OSIRIS, DATATEXT, or

SAG.

The arithmetic precision 77 many micro-computers

will be insufficient for sophisticated extended-precision

calculations. Many of these machines will not allow matrix

arithmetic and have limited numbers of built-in trigonbmetric

functions.

WHAT NICRO-CONPUTERS CAN DO:

Micro- computers can adequately perform all necessary

la

4 140

h'm
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functians on small to medium sized files. Search and re-

trieval, sorting, and editing functions are all possible.

Most statistical analyses can ,be performed on small

data sets with limited numbers of variables. Examples

of these types of data midOk be several yeapt of enrollment

figures or salary data. The author has implemented two

enrollment projection models dh micro-computers.

Text-editing Applications are useful for updating

or correcting files. Many micro-computers are being bought

solely to be used as word-processors for preparing reports

or correspondence.

Specialized Programs are available for easily and

quickly preparing charts and graphs. With a few' data values

is hand, a line, histo'gram, or bar chart can be drawn and

IlOannotated in a minute or two.

With the addition of a communications modem a micro-

computer becomes a super-smart terminal that can actually

save you computer connect time And can save the resource

of the main computer. It is possible to prepare a file,C

-be it a data file, a program file, or perhaps a job control

file, in your office on your micro-computer; then connect

your machine to the main computer via a telephone and "send"

the file to the main computer for processing. This "off-

line" preparatioil of data or programs can have significan4

impact on the amount of productive, time spent connected

to the, mail computer. A similar application might be off-

line data entry where data ate keyed into the micro-computer,

edited, and verified and then transmitted to the main computer

instead of using valuable connect time for'these activities.

This communications capability has been recognized

by EDUCOM who are promoting the use of a network access

software system called. EASY. This program allows an EDUCOM

member to access five of the EDUNET computer sites around

the country. The user is j.iven the telephone number to

dial tolaccess the computer'Plat they select .and the program

then adjust's to the various protocols used at the different

computer centers automatically so that the user has a minimum

or difficulty inteLIA46with the host computer.

111
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The micro-computer. should not be compared to its

larger predecessors when' evaluating its potential usefulness

to the institutional research r. It deserves to be assessed

on its own merits, cap ilities and unique services.

The micro-c ter can be a sophisticated analysis

tool, a da entry device, a smart communications terminal,

a graphics development aid, or an automatic filing system.

It can provide visual, auditory and hardcopy output.

And it costs less than a memory typewriter.

Let's look at a hypothetical day at an office in

which the micro-computer has been installed.

3 A.M. - The micro- ,computer automatically calls the host

(main) computer, submits a job to run at this low-priority

time, and then logs-off of the host,

7 A.M. - The micro-computer automatically calls the host

computer, logs-in and' collect's run statistics for yesterday,

last night, and inquires about the status of any currently

running jobs. It then prints a status report of job activity

for the office.

7:30 A.M. - The micro-computer prints today's appointment

calendars and reminders to be distributed to the office

staff.

9:00 A.M. - A staff member rims a program which automatically

logs him into the main computer and 'converts' the micro-

comOufer intara terminal. He then runs an analysis program

and logs-off.

9:30 A.M. - A staff member, using statistics from a-previous

analysis, uses the micro - computer to. draw and annotate

a series of bar graphs for a report. Tomorrow he will

return and use the word-processing program to complete

the text of the report.

10:30 A.M. - The secretary updates the, appointments file

with meetings for next week.

11:00 A.M. - A, staff member using 'tie text- editor,program

enters a series of SPSS program statements. When the
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editing is finished, the micro-computer is put into 'ter-

minal' mode and the SPSS file is "up- loaded" to the host

computer for processing.
)

1:00 P.M. A staff member runs a p gram which accesses

the EMMET computer services at Coriel.l and continues

to work with the EDUCOM Financial Planning Mpel.

2:30 P.M. - A staff member takes a telephone request

information on headcOunt and FIE figures for department

X and searches the enrollment chtt.Lbase oh the micro-computer

for the answer.

3:00 P.M. h- A staff member adds additional data to an

econometric' indicator file which is beiing'' prepared for

a new enrollment prection model.

for

4:00 P.M. - Aiks,was pre-arranged, the director, away on

a trip,to University calls,the telephone number dedicated

to the micro-computer and is automatically connected to

the micro computer which now -Serves as the host computer.

He then accesses' a file and prints a report at the remote

site to demonstrate the idea of 'electronic mail'.

4:30 P.M. - The secretary generates agenda Petters for

all of the members of the committee an -comvter resource'

allocation.

A MOTE OF CAUTION:

One of the biggest problems with a vitro- computer

is the it is so absorbing. The fact that it is 'capable

of performing so many tasks can be,a trap for those who

are too curious:

APPENDIX

The following is a brief description of several of

the est, selling micro-computers. A fair comparison among

these machines exceeds the scope of thit aper. T e reader

0
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is referred to the sources cited at the end of the paper

for a more detailed .review of the available equipment

and their individual characteristicsuor.-

MICRO-COMPUTER HARDWARE SYSTEMS

Com43py Model RAM Memory Price Range

APPLE II Plus 8-64 $1195-1695-

COMMODORE . Pet 8-32 750-1100

OHIO Challenger 24-48 649-2549

SCIENTIFIC .Series

RADIO SHACK IRS-80 C ICII 4-16, 4gg_g88

TEXAS INSTR. 99/4 16-64 950-1350

Opticins on most of these systems include expanded

memory, magnetic dish storage, and color video. The follow-

ing is a partial list of peripheral equipment options

avairable .for many of these micro-computers: card readers,

light pen, bar-code reader, graphics tablet, communicationd

modem, voice synthesis and recognition equipment, music

synthesizers, various quality printers, and plotters.

(EDITORS NOTE)

Both Radio Shack and Apple have extensive software

available from many vekldors. This is not true of the

other computer systems listed. This may influence a col-

lege's choice tf hardware if a decision is made to purchase.
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SCIENCE EDUCATLON IN THE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Jack Friedlander

The decline in the academic skills of enter,ro
college students is well dociimented. Results of

various scholastic aptitude tests given by such wer
known national testing organizations as the Educational
Testing Service, American College Testing Program,

and the National Assessment of Educational Progress
show that scores for entering college freshmen have

'dropped every year for the past ten years (CoopJrmar,
1978; ACT, 1972, 1976, 1978, Education Commission
of the States, 1978).

Findings obtained it national studies of science
education in community colleges confirm this slide.
To illustrate, a nationwide survey of faculty teaching
courses in the sciences and social ,sciences showed
that over half of the Instructors said that their

courses could be made better if they had "students
who were better prepared to handle course assignments"

(Brawer and Friedlander, 1979). A more recenOlistudy
of science education in the nation's community colleges
revealed that: ill both administrators and scienc.e

4,
faculty indicated that a substantial proportion of

students in science courses lacked adequate language,

mathematics, and study skills; (2) the working condition

science faculty were least satisfied with was the

prior preparation of students; and (3) over 30 percent
of the science faculty cited, "inadequate student

preparation," as the major obstacle tc., providing

a quality education (Westat, 1980),

Purpose of Study

Giver this downward trend 1r student Las.., skills,

Iwould oe useful to have illirmation n:n the following

questions:

33
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How dovinstructors of science courses (agricultural
sciences, biological sciences, engineering sci-
ences and technologies, mathematics and computer
silences, physical sciences, and social sciences)
rat 4. most students in their 'abilifies to perform
oasi academic skills'

2. What percentage of the science courses in which

students enroll are successfully completed?

3. How do science'faculty present their courses'

what ;Percentage of science courses are designed
for studerts with academic deficiencies?

5. What dp science faculty recommend ;or Increasing
student success in their courses?

NethOds
AP

The c.,,estions on student skills, instruciVonal orac
t.ces, and ca.Luity perceptions cm what would make their
courses better, can be answered from data ootained in
a survey of faculty teaching courses in the sciences
and cial sciences (h=99) and their students (N-2,605)

Los Angeles Community College District. Information
on course completion rates is available from an analysis
of student transcripts (h=8,873) from the same district.
Data on the rumber and variety of science courses offered
in the District was obtained from

--
an analysis' of crass

schedules fcr s -e 1979-80 academic year.

;his National Science Foundation sponsored study
conducted ty tht Center for the StUdy of Community Colleges
irycived administerino surveys to students and instructors

, 1- eery th.rteentn class section offered at 10:00 a.m.
and ':00 Wedresday cc the fifth week of the 1980

Completed surveys were obtained from 268
faculty 'members (72% response rate) And 6,426
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of the students in their classes (10,000 sludert surveys 

were handed out). It is difficult to know what the response 

rate for students was since many were not present on the 

d the survey was administered. The tr-anscript study 
invo ed examining the course taking histories of a sever 

percent random sample of students (N.8,882) enro lled .n 

the District in the fall of 1979. 
' 

Results 

"l'hstructor Ratings of Their Student's Skill_ 

Sciene instructors were asked conferring a specified 

course they were teaching, "How do you rate the abilities 

of most of the students in your class' ", The respcnse cate 
gories were as follows: (1) most of my students are able 

to do this adequately; (2) most of my students have difficulty 

in doing this; and (3) most of my st dents are unable to 

perform this skill adequately. ' Resp ses to this question 

are pfesented in Table 1. 

The information 
repjrted 

in Ta e 
1 _shows that about 

half of the instructors noted that most of their students 

were able to do the following activities adequately: express 
themselve when speaking (57%), work on problems or assign- 

ments t require arithmetic (50%), rCnk on laboratory 

exencis by following a set of written dlne'_'1OnS (49%), 

have e necessary time to 'compflete course assignments 

(48%), and understand course reading assignments (47%). 

less than 30 percent of the science instructors felt that 

most of their students more able to perform tne following 

activities adequately: express themselves it writing (23%), 

learn, an their divn,.pursue ideas, and find needed informat.co. 

(20%), ideriktify biases that might have irfluenzed tne find,-cs 

of a research reptirt (15%), work ,on problems or assignments 

that 'require college algebra, analytic geome*.ry or ca.culus 

(18%), or statistics (9%). 

These findings show 'tat d hl 

science instructors- -over 4L ,Sen_ent- acted that MOS' 



TABLE 1

SCIENCE FACULTY RATINGS

OF THEIR STUDENTS SKILLS

(N49) $

Most Of My Students:

Are Able To

Do This Ade-

qMately

HaWe Difficulty

In Doing This

Are Unable To

Perform This

Adequately

Express themselves when speaking 57 38 5

Summarize major points in class readings -54 40 6

Mork on problems or assignments that require

arithmetic (e.g., multiplication, division) 50 41 9

Mork on laboratory exercises by following a set

of written directions 49 42 9

Have the necessary to complete course

assignments 48 48 '5

Understand course reading assignments 47 52 1

Understand the uses of science-technical

developments and uses'in society 40 - 50 10

Spend a concentrated period of time- -two hours

or longer--studying for this course 35 59 6



Table 1 (Codfinued)

.
Are Able To

Do This Ade-.

quately

Most Of My Students:

Rave Difficulty Are UnItle To

In Doing This Perform This

Adequately

.

Work on a paper or a project in which students

have to put together ideas f).Tm various

parts of the course

Express theltselves in writing A

'Learn on their own, pursuing ideas, and finding

neded information '

Work onroblems or assignments that require

college algebra, analytic geometry, lir
calculus

Identify biases that might have influenced the

findings of a 'research report

Work on problems or assignments that require

statistics (proportions, probabilities)

32

23

20

18

16

9

53

63

65

49

58

59

15

14

15
..---

34

26

33

4
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the qtudents in their classes had difficulty or were

unable to perform each of the balic skills considered.

According to the instructors, students were weak in the

very skill areas which the faculty regarded as important

1- terms of students' success 4in their courses--mathematics,

writing, understanding course reading assignments, identify-'

ing biases in research reports, independent inquiry,

and devoting the necessary time to preparing for the

course.

Student Need of Support Services in Basic Skills

Science instructors were asked to indicats the per-

centage of their students who 'could benefit Trof basic

skills programs provided by the college. The response

categories were as follows: 0-25 percent, 26-50 percent,

51-75 percent, and 76-100 percent.

Over one-half of the instructort felt that 50 percent

of more of the students in their classes could benefit

from basic skills courses in reading and writing and

in the sciences. Over 40 percent of the science faculty

noted that most students in their courses could profit

from a basic skills course in mathematics and also from

some tutoring in science and mathematics.

Course Completlon Rates in Science Courses

Course attrition rates in many community college

courses are often in excess of 30 percent (Friedf nder,

1980). In the present study, coujoe completion rates

were based o- an analysis of 8,873 transcripts (a wen

percent random sampling) of students enrolled in ie
District I- Spring 1979. The data analyses were based

an all science courses in which these students were enrolled

and were ;r1 r. cord during the first census week (fourth

week of tre 'err; between Fail 1974 and Spring 1979.
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The results of this analysis revealed that students

in the Los Angeles Community College District4completed

52 percent of the science courses in which they enrolled.

The area of science ini which students completed the highest

percentage of their courses was agriculture (72%). This

was followed by social science (56%), biological science

(54%), engineering (54%), physical science (49%), and.

mathematics (48%).

Instructional Practices

The (findings of this study show that there was 'much

variati4 in the educational abilities mf students enrolled

in science courses. Accbrding to the instructors, a high

percentage of students -in most instances over 50 percent-

have some difficulty in performing activities that require

reading,, writing, computing, independent inquiry, and

a commitment of time to complete cours9 assignments.

On the..other hand, a sizable number .of students enrolled

in the 'same courses were quite capable of performing these

activities adequately. How .then are science faculty teaching

their courses to groups, of students whose skills run the

gamut from poor to excellent? This question becomes even

morn important in light of the finding .that most students

4ith deficiencies in their basic learning skills do not

seek assistance from the programs designed to strengthen

those skills (Friedlander, 1982).

Selection of Course Materials

Just over one-third of the science faculty noted

that their instructional materials were at a level that

was appropriate for the diverse backgrounds of students

taking their courses. However, 20 percent of them said

their instructional materials were chosen to be similar

to those used in parallel courses at the state colleges

and universities. About 12 percejp of the science faculty

39
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selected their course materials so that the presentations

would be at levels that students with 'limited reading

and comprehension skills could understand.
A

Organization of Course

We asked a question about the instructional approaches

used in science classes (lable 2) and found the over-

whelming majority of faculty saying that all students

study the same material at the same time (77%). Only

ten percent of the science faculty reported that they

used self-paced instruction in their classes, and just

two percent assigned students to study different material

according sto their progress in the course. Complete

self-pacing and assignment of students to different

material according to scores on a pretest were not used

in any of the science courses.

TABLE 2

INSTRUCTIONAL, APPROACHES

USED IN SCIENCE CLASSES

(N9)

Percentage

All student, study the same material at the

same time 77

Self-paced but finish.by a specified date 10

Students assigned to study different material

according tc their progress in the course 2

Complete self pacing 0

Students assigned to different material accord-

ing to scores on a pretest 0

Other

410
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Grading Practices--

13
35

More than half of the sciehie 'faculty said that

students' grades were determined relative to a fixed

performance standard but one-fourth admitted to grading

on a curve. Assigning grades on the number of objectves

mastered was used in nine percent of the science lasses.

Many of he remaining instructors ,noted that if they

based their grapes on a curve, fixed performance standard,

or number of objectives mastered, a high percentage' of

the.---studeo4k. would not pass the course. Therefore, they

employed a'combination of grading techniques.

What Percentage of...the Science Courses are Offered for Students

With Academic Deficiencies?

One component of the NSF-sponsored study of science

education yin the Los Angeles Community College District

involved an analysis of class schedules for the 1979-

80 academic year to document') the naber and variety of

4 courses offered in the District in the sciences. All

science courses appearing in the class schedules were

placed into one of four categories on the basis of their

content (e.g.ik biological sciences, mathematics) and

intended eticliMe ,(general introductiOn, courses for

science -majors, courses for students 'in occupational

programs, preparatory or developmental courses). A more
0

complete description of the course classif.icationvsystem

is provided in Hill and Mooney, 1978 and Friedlander,

1981..

The results of this analysis showed that 43 percent

of the class .sections- in mathematics were designed for

student's with weak backge.ounds in areas of mathematics

,typically covered in high school; The only, other science
0.40'

area' which offered developmental courses was the

sciences where 13 percent of the class sections were

physical"

geared for students needing preparation in the physi al

sciences before entering the introductory courses.

11
V

3/4
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AL'YRecommendations nor'Increasing Student Success in Science
Courses

The science instructors were asked to indicate
which of 16 activities they felt should be provided
at their college. Only the five activities that pertained

to student competencies will be considered. Ninety
one percent of the science instructors thought (there
-should be an entrance exam for studehts wishing to enroll
in their courses whereas only about 50 percent felt

that their college should provide special mathematics
courses (51%), study skills classes (51%), tutors (32%),
and resource persons to assi's't ,students_ with personal
problems (38%). These findings suggest that a, high

percentage of the science faculty would rather not work

with academically underprepared studAts.

Discussion
f

The findings reported in this paper can be summarized
as follows: (1) there has been a deeliNOPin the academic

preparation of students, entering community colleges;

(2) there was much variation in th'eeducational abilities

pf studplx, enrolled in science cpurses; (3) a high

pe entage oof students participating in science courses

difficulty in performing ac)tiviies involving reading,

ing, arithietic, statistics, identifying biases
in research reports, finding information on their own,

and understanding scientific developments and their

relationship to soci'ety--the very skills that provide
the basis of science education; (4) few science courses
were designed for students witH deficiencies in the

basic academic skills; (5) for the most part, science
faculty did not employ selfpaced, instruction or other

individualized instructional approaches in their classes;

(6) attrition rates in science courses were extraordinarily

high; and (7) nearly all of the science faculty felt

that there should be an exam for students wishing to

enrollin their courses.

It
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Perhaps the most significant finding of this study

was that many of the science instructors were being ,asked
to teach their courses to groups of students whose reading,
writing, computing, and study skills ran the gamut from
poor to excellent. As Cohen and Brawer (1981) note, if

the students cannot be more able, at least they might
be more alike so that instruction could be more precisely
focused. Teaching groups of students whose basic skills

range from the third to the thirteenth grade is Demoralizing;

ev s more difficult, from writing examinations
to showing g up progress.

Although the science faculty were aware that a large
percentage of students attending community colleges have
some difficulty in performing adequately activities needed
for success in their courses, there was a near absence
2f classes'. in all areas of science (except mathematics)
designed especially for students who needed some assistance
with their reading, writing, mathematics, science, and/or
study skills. Thus students who were weak in one or more
of these ability areas and who wished to take a science
course would have no choice but to enroll in one for which
they were not adequately. prepared. A consequence' of this
practice was that students in most of the science classes
were divided abou't fiftyfifty between those who were
able and those who experienced difficulty or were unable
to perform activities that the instructors noted were

important for success in their courses.

There are a number of steps that can be taken by
science faculty to address the eeds of aca
demically underprepared students. One ption involves
*fining exactly the competencies reqUired to enter ?and
succeed in each science course. Only students who".possess
the necessary competencies to succeed in the course would
be permitted to enroll; those who did not would be directed
to a specially designed science co e designed for students

who need some assistance with their basic skills.

\\\\_
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A second option is to allow all students to enroll'
in any introductory science course but .to .limit the number
of courses that the poorly parpared students can take
in any term and mandate that those. students take advantage

of. the available support services. Under thi's approach
the students, might take only one ,science course at a

time and participate in tutorial and learning laboratory
sessio on the basis of three hours for each .credit

hour ampted (Cohen and Brawer, 1982).
A 'third option is to integrate remediation %into

colieg -level science courses. Reports published in

the jourr, literature and' the ERIC:Niles show that it

is quite possible to teac"I functional literacy in college-
level courses (Barshis, 1979; Chadsow, 1979; Holmberg,
et al, 1981; Beyer, 1981). Many. Of these efforts involve

presenting basic skills to students as part of their
rg,gular courses, as by incorporating .reading skills into
social science courses (Beyer, 1981), requiring student&
in a college-level course to complete learninD modules
on particular skills in a fear" center as part of
their assigned work (Maxwell, 1980), or by offer!'ing skills

4 courses that parallel the work in a given subject ,and

focus on the skills heeded throughout the termliBergman,

1977; Maxwell, 1980; Holmberg, et al., 1981). Iris, such

an arrarigesent the skills instructor would use the actual

texts, class lectures, and tests from the science course
as the study skills course material.

In a recent report (California Postsecondary tAucatien

Comtission, CPEC, 1981) it was noted that during the '

1+
19802, the community college student population, mayreome
to resemble a 'bimodal curve with two lar'ge coneini

of ftudents: at one end, those who are eduditionally
and economically disadvantaged and4

C
who have at...tritical

need for remedial programs and services; and at the other
end, relatively well - educated adults for who* education
is, a part-time, irregular pursuit, inciaing "reverse

8
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transfers" from the four-year colleges and universities,

with a wide range of interest in almost anything tht college

offers without respect to credit. According to CPEC's

projections, the third largest concentration of students

will be the traditional- 18 to 22 year old full-time students

enrolled in programs leading to -degrees, certificates,

and transfer. Included in 'this group are the so-called

"late bloomers " -- students who had done poor work in high

school but showed potential for succeeding in college-

level work (OPEC, 1981, p. 15).

The most importaqt challen§e facing science educators

will be to design courses and instructional approaches

that are in line with the educational abilities and objec-

tives of students in each of the major groups of students

attending community colleges. The achievement' of this

objective will be determined in part by the ability, of

institutional researchers to'provide diagnostic information

or the effectiveness of various strategies of providing

science, education to all community college students--from

the academically underprepared to the academically advanced.
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LITERATUR FOR RESEARCHERS

Guba, Egon G., and Lincoln, Ivonna S.,

EFFECTIVE EVALLATION: Improving the Usefulness
of Evaluation Resurts Through Responsive and
Naturalistic Approaches. San Francisco:
JosseyBass Publishers, 1981. 423 pp.

Reviewed
Ale. W. Irginla Tecn, Blacksburg, Virginia.

;ew t:day wou:d, quetion the' rationale for conducting

'0vewer, a-y eight question the effectiveness

cf e.a.,at.:- findings. Interest in evaluation in the

.as' de:ade seems tc nave rested on false hopes, hopes

cf revers,-: cast failures to achieve expected ends

trroJgr tre .-.erventicr st;,.0etegies of policies, programs

acs' exoe&d,t,-e:. Eva,uation appeared to offer a feedbacv

me:ran:so !rat wouil systematically provide 'data for

the ccri-,o,s adjustment and tuning of various inputs

.-t: tre cra-:e process of qusinesses, age-cies and

.rstit.t:cr. It was thought that, as a result. strategies

fc- bere4.c:a. :-a-ge o,,id become more understandaple

u -i tha:tat.e. 're roped for result did not materialize.

Egc& ],:a 1rd ivonna maintain that .re

prom.se i e . d .. atior fe.led because the traditional

eya.at.:- -otr ds. osgged dowr" it a Scientific Paradig,,,

were Ircao,1.e tavirg int: account the concerns and -

.ssues re.- a7tua. aud:en:es. Corsequently, evaluation

were vied. o the aut":rs, effective evaluation

lea's asses=.7e-ts that ge-e-ate the kind of inforeatior

tra . rose wrc hare a stake i the findings wart and

;ill Ark-, 'y aopo curposeful action.

pittr t-e 1,tertior of reforms" eva:,,at,or, procedures,

ar,0 have proposed a new eraluatich model.

.
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Their model synthesizes two Concepts into an approach

that surmounts the limitations imposed on 'evaluation by

a scientific orthodoxy. The first concept isresponslreness

that views the actual concerns and issues of stakeholding

`audiences as the primary organizer of evaluations. The

authors provide formal definitions for the terms "concerns"

and "issues".

of those o require information and will be affected

by i use. It focuses on actual practices and activities

o^e than on manifest intents. Furthermore, it allows

For 4he surfacing of different value perspectives that

may be held by individuals and groups within the context

of the evaluation.

Tne second concept introduces an epistomological

view tnat holds that truth is "ultimately inescapable"/

if one immerses oneself sufficiently in the natural setting

of the evaluand. The naturalistic approach assumes that

multiple realities 'epresent the phenomena to be evalJated

and that ocolex interrelated patterns must be searcned

cut it crier to ascertain the dynamic of any giver context.

The aut'-ors actommodate a divergent approach to reality

tnat focuses on differences, mainly those slice's of reality

that exist in the minds of people, rather than concentrating

on perceived commonalities in a manner akin to laboratory

This orientation calls for the identification
e#

work. True underst'anding, the

of isolating variabjes, nor Is

findings determined on the ba

fir manipulation and preihction.

responsive-naturalistic

emergent design, The design

refore. is rot the product

the usefulness of evaluation

sis of separating elements

evaluation calls for an

cannot be specified fully

at tre outset, becaUse it depends on the evaluator to

determine information needs, to validate participant inter-

ests and to obtain a porCrayal of the actualities of a

context with the minimum of obtrusiveness. In thi\ regard.

ti'e notion of the evaluator as instrument is an important

feature of the new ode:.
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The authors devote a, considerable portion of their
book to the improvement of evaluator skills in such ar-ea4
as interviewing, observing, interpreting cues and using
pertinef docurpents and records: The job of the ev-aluat/
as Guba and Livoln see it involves .both describing and
valuing. Valuing is a matter of determining merit and
worth which goes beyond the conventional role of the evaluator
as the assessor of implementation,., success. Determining
worth (contextual ufility) as distinct from merit (intrinsic
value) in e,aluations may require additional skills and
investigative dedication rather than traditional 'methods,
but it offers compensating heuristic rewards. Guba and
Lincoln also discuss the Critical task of reporting that

made all the more demanding when value judgements as
well as descriptions are required.

This b7ox not only offers valuable training to evaluators
but also details the stages of conducting an evaluation
based on the responsive-naturalistic principles espoused
1.y0,the aJtno--s. Guba and Lincoln explain how to delimit

an investigation, establish focus, and ensure that findings
are reliable, valid and objective. The authors share their
first-hand experiences about such natters as getting estab-
lished on the site, developing contacts, corroborating
information and understanding the political factors
impinge upon the evaluation. They offer valuable advice
and explain useful techniquhs.

This wCrk Is an excellent resource guide for those
whoar& concerned or just mildly curious about the underuse
of evaluati-- results. Guba and Lincoln not only present
their godel cwt compare it with other evaluation models.
They clarify thP pki.losophic assumptions of the major evalua-
tion approathes of the past as well as their own. One
of the thirr.ter diagrams deals with a comparison of evaluation
models. ih'- bo-;1, Is particularly well organized for easy
reference to stec:ic to'olcs The format of the book,
'divided Co,' raj°, parts with chapter 'subdivisions
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and summaries, r ends it as "an instructional text.

Both .a name and subject index are provided. Terms that

are heard frequently in discussions about evaluations

are defined, (e.g., rich description, triangulation,

included

itera-
=

*tion.), A special section is ncluded dealing with educa-

tional evaluation.

lin addition to providing a practical resource, this

book provokes further thought about the effective utilization

of evaluation results. One is led to question whether

or

past, because they have been overly dependent o the evalua-

tor's preformulated theories and preordinat esign, resulting

1111

'n technically sophisticated procedures and highly objective

elusions. Will a shift in the ways information Is

hered and the kinds of informatiOn produced lead to

greater utilization? These questions address the distinction

between procedure vd relevance in providing information.

Cuba and Lincoln believe that the relevance and substance

of information will determine the level and effectiveness

of the use to which information is put. Consequently

procedures for obtaining information that ensure these

qualities should be employed. However, in view 9`erfk, the

familiarity and the high degree of credibility which the

scientifi,c paradigm enjoys, can we expect that a paradigm

shift will .result in greater and better use of evaluations?

Will those that commission evaluation be persuaded-lsole,l,y

on the basis of the relevance of 'information produced

by responsive-naturalistic methods? The future actions

of bureaucracies and decision-makers will demonstrate

whether procedures or relevance takes precedence in determin-

ing the utilization of evaluations.

not evaluation results have been under used in the

Hunter, R. and Sheldon, M.S. STATEWIDE

LONGITUDINAL STUDY: Part 4 - Spring 1980 Re-

sults. Los Angeles: Chancellor's Office,

California Comninity Colleges, 1981.

4
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Reviewed by:

Darrel Clones, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia.

This report is the fourth in a series as part Qf

a longitudinal study of California community college

students from Fall 1978 to Spring 1982. This study
,/

relies upon college records and extensive telephone

interviews for its data; it presents an unusually, rich

insight into the students, their course taking behaviors,

their attitudes, and their plans. This report is of

particular interest. The major thrust of the report

is a study of the impact of the Atommuni.ty college system

upon disadvantage8 students in California. The data

reported is tentative but provocative; the study warrants

careful attention in this and the subsequent reports

since much conventional wisdom about the disadvantaged

in both the college and job setting is challenged.

However, for me ,the truly exciting part of this

report is the concept of student prototypes. This was

developed in earlier repor s but finds ilk first real

expression in this report. Based upon two years of

student interviews, the researchers have found not the

four assumed types of students (transfer, occupational,

remedial,' and continuing education) but eighteen!' These

eighteen types of students are associated with educational

plans, course taking patterns, and curriculum. This

is an exciting insight into the community college and

a model to consider for both study and replication in

other sites. The report is well documented with careful

attention to methodology.

Patton, Michael Quinn. Qualitative Evalua-

tion Methods. Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publica-

tions, 1980.

el. 0
ti



Reviewed by:
Darrel Clowes, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia.

An excellent guide to both when and how to use qualita-

tive methods. The sections on evaluation design and on?

the nature of qualitative data are especially helpful.

This book then carries through the implementation stage

with sections on collecting and then analyzing qualitative

data. A real strength it the light writing style and

brilliant use of parables as chapter beginnings.

Solmon, L. 1C. and Gordon, The Character-

istics and Need& of Adults in Postsecondary

Education.. Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath, 1981.

Reviewed by:
Darrel Clowes, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia.

This book is based4Pon data from over 170,000 first-

year students over the age of 21 who responded to the

Cooperative Institutional Research Program's f eshman

survey between 1966 and 1978. The authors draw comp risons

with samples of traditional aged students and ttempt

to distinguish between part-time and full-time adults

and those in two- and four-year colleges. Tie book

is orginized into topical chapters dealing wiith the

demographics of adult students, their reasons for /choosing

their colleges, financing, and college and life plans.

The book ends with a series of implications and cohclusions

drawn from the data.

This is a dangerous book for community, college

_people. The a thors regularly point out 1/imitations

io the CIRP sa le, but proceed to draw conclusions
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from the data: The sample is seriously -.skewed toward

four-year colleges and their students and toward first-

time and full-time students% Therefore, those two-year

college students who are included in the sample are un-

representative of the adult student in the two-year college.

This basic but profound sampling distortion makes the

findings and interpretations of this book suspect or mis-

leading for community college people looking for insights.

Although the authors provide caveats about the sample,

conclusions are still drawn and data presented as if the

sample were representative of adults in all of higher

education--and- it is not. Do be careful of this book

as a source for information or reflmmendations.

Sullivan, eRoy L. Sullivan's Guide to

Learning Cent rs in Higher Education. Ports-

mouth, NH:' Entelek, 1979.

Reviewed by
Darrel Clowes, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia.

This is a report of a survey of Learning Assistance

Centers in postsecondary institutions in America and Canada.

It's strengths are agood response rate (about 50%) and

volumes f data arranged in every conceivable way. This

study updates Devirian's 1974 study and provides baseline

data. It's weaknesses are a non-definition of Learning

Assistance Centers which clouds the findings, an incoherej

organization ef the material, poor descriptions of the

methodology so independeTt interpretations are impossible,

and meager conclusions or interpretation of the data.

ti
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MORE INDICATORS AND ENROLLMENT CURES
AACJC REPORT

.

Rogef Yarrington

o

The "Indicators Briefs" in the AACJC Letter

continue to present basic data on 'iommun.ity Colleges.

Foer such briefs have appea64:

National Indicators for Community Coll

2. 20 Years of Growth

3. Economic and Occupational indicator.

4. Image and Attitudes

The last issue of this Journal carried a column

discussing the first Indicators Brief and the round

table on data needs which recommended that .such

indicators be prepared. °

The other tigeg briefs summarize the growth

,in numbers of instlititions and enrollments over,-

20 years. (Brief #21; present some indicators on:

'occupational education and economic impacts (#3);

and repirt on .a' Gallup survey bf public 'opinions

about community Alleges. (#4). Tht entire °set,

plus a printed file folder with information -on

community colleges for public policy makers, %and

media representatives, may be purchasmi;frot the

AACJC Publicationi Office 'for $2.00 each.

Indi,catort priefIII
9' -

Indicatprs Brief III has some, interesting

4figUres in 4. It reports tbdt cfmmunit'y colleges

.esent a' $10 billion industry viln this country.

For every' dollar in4eseed in community college,

,are. returned to thelblocal economy. %.

Also, it shows that 63% of all credit enrollments

in community colleges are in ocoupational education.

MO
a

9
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V

Community colleges prepare people( for emplorent in 1,400

different occupations, 263 in allied health fields alone.

Most important at this time, perhaps, given the current

Congressional debate on reauthxization of the Vocational

Education Act, is information on the distribution of voca-

tional education funds: community colleges serve 40%

of all vocational education students while receiving 12%

of the total' Federal vocational education funds.

Other griefs Prepared

Two additional "Compensation Briefs" have recently

appeared in the AACJC -Letter.." Compensation Brief I is

a summary of NCES data on faculty compensation. Compensation

Brief III is a summary of dSta collected by the College

and University Personnel Association and by the AACJC

Presidents Academy on administrative compensation.

Persons wishing to receive the AACJC Letter may sub-

, scribe to it through the AACJC Publications Office for

$40.00. (24 issues per year). Data summaries do not applar

in every issue. Other briefs are inserted regularly on

federal affairs, legal decisions, calendai4 of evehts,

etc. A copy of tbi 40ter is mailed to the president

of each AACJC member institution. If you do .not wish

to subscribe, rou ma?) wise to as.k your president to buck

the data griefs - -or Xerox copies of them--to you when

they appear.,

1982 AACJC Directory

IAAcJC Directory will show a 1.27% increase

in cre rollments over Fall 1981 and a 2.8% increase

in non-credit; enrollments. The number of institutions

decreased from '1,231 to 1,219.

Full -time enrollments declined while part-time enroll-
, "rents increased, continurAg the trendthat has moved part-

fit'
a
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'timers from the minorit the ma4ority.

The enrollment fi es repo4ted in the "Interpreting

the Data" section of the Directory will tie:

4.88 million credit enrollment, fall 1981 (headcqunt)

s
2.44 mt4lion credit additional enrollments in other semes-

ters (estimate)

4.08 million non - credit enrollments

11.40 million persons total enrollments

I _appreciate the response of a number of institutional

researc'rs from. NCRP that have verified that the above

estimate of 50% additional unduplicated headcount credit

enrollments in subsequent semesters, over and above opening

fall enrollments, is a c servative estimate and very

legitimAte to use in -esti* ting total annual enrollments.

.
i.



% __ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE" FOR COMMUNITY JUNIOR-
COLLEGES PROGRAM EVALUATION

114.
e,

ii

,

Program evaluation is a complex administrative activity

designed to provide data that meet accountability and

institutional planniqg requirements. In conducting evalua-

tions, administrators need to deloymine who will do the

evaluating, what evaluation criteria will, be applied,

the pratedures that will be followed, and ho'w the findings

will b4 used i,n the college's :planning efforts. Resea ch

materials detailing the methodology and findings of prog am

evaluations actually conducted at ether institution

therefore, are a valuable aid to administratdrs Who are

faced with the task of assessing programs at their own

colleges.

The abstracts included here are samples of ERIC docu-,

ments in the Junior College collection dealing with program'

evaluations at two-year colleges. Additional documents

related to this issue ca be found through manual or'camputer

searches of ERIC's RIE Resources in Education)- and CIJE

(Cur-rent Index to Journals in Education). Consult the

Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors for appropriate subject

Jim Pa lme-r

headings.

,'Guidelines for Occupational Program Assessment. Phoenix,

111 AZ: Marlcopa County Community College District, (1980).

(ED 206 358; MF--$0.91, PC--$3.65 (plus postage);

49 PP.)

These guidelines attempt to simplify and standardize

a process for assessing vocational education programs ,

in the Maricopa Community College District. After an

introductory section outlining, the purposes and mandates

of such assessments, the paper discusses the role s and

responsibilities of the DOttrict Task Force and of the

Occupational Dean and College Task force. After noting`
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the resources used in the creation of the assessment

instrument, the paper outlines its 12 categories: program

planning; program advisory committee; curriculum and

instruction; student organization; facilities, equipment,

and safety; cooperative education; guidance and counseling,

placement and follow-up; staffsoualifications and pro

fessional development; evaluation; services to special

populations; and program support. The next sections

describe a data matrix, designed to identify sources

of information, and outline PMe 11 steps recommended

byl the District Task Force for the implementation of

the program evaluation. Finally, the requirements for

reports to the district's governing board and to the

state department of education are briefly discussed.

Appendices provided: (1) the assessment instrument;

(2) the' data matrix; (3)- a proposed evaluation timeline;

and,(4) a-suggested ,format for the summary report.

Kennedy, William R. Program Evaluation for Strategic

Planning in the Two-Year College. F'aper presented

at the Annir'al Meeting of the North Central Region

of the American Educational Research Association

4 Special Interest Group for Community/Junior College

Research, Columbus, OH, July 10-11, 1980. (ED 190

175; MF--$0.91, PC--$2.00 (plus postage); 14 pp;)

As more emphasis s placed upon institutional research

that provides informat relating to long-term strategic

planning, as well as to short- term *operational considera

tions, program evaluation techniques that merely analyze

past Or current budget -and. enrollment statistics will

become ,increasingly inadequate. Such techniques are

based on data systems designed to produce program review

reports required by public agencies and governing boards.

As such, they provide figures relating to program input,

process, output, and outcome variables that are of little

,help ir the long range planning Orocess. To 'correct
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this situation, institutional researchers should incorporate

measures now evident in enrollment projection formulas

to provide a prognosis Ijoi whereby educational programs

are judged .in light of institutional missions. This will

involve the collection of data relating to topics such

as the number of future jobs in a given industry, the ,..---

plans of local employers rt.° expand or reduce plan activities

and/or capacity, and the future economic effects of Federal

Research System actions to restrict credit. By incorporating

these prognostic data into evaluati ocedures, institution-

al researchers will help decisio - makers allocate college

resources more adequately to meet changing educational

needs.

Kirby, Emily 8. Program Evaluation at Hudson Valley

Community College, 1980-81. Troy, NY: Hudson Valley

. Community College, 1981. (ED 208 925; NF--$0.91,

PC -$3.65 (plus postage); 35 pp.) 14...

The Program Evaluation Process described in this

initiated at Hudson Valley Community College

spring 1981. Section I of the report presents

which

assis-

report

(HVCC)

was

in

the philosophy supporting the evaluation

emphasizes program quality,

tance with grog m improvement.

Program EvaiJatio Process itself,

year cycle in which programs are

and re-reviewed two years later.

cost

the HVCC programs

a timeline for the

goes

process

effectiveness, and

Section II outlines the

which involves a three-

reviewed the first year

This section also lists

and presents

The section

review team,

status,

involved in the process

completion ..of the review.

or to describe the fu

which may pass a

or determine that

section

members

dezit's

are

reviews

program,

it shou

tioning

give

be

team membership,

it

phased out.

of the

probationary

Next, this

which includes permanent

from the finance office, academic affairs, presi-

offit., and student affairs; rotating members who

usually deans or department chairs from divisions

A
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not Dein; reviewed; and program representatives. Sectior

II concludes with a list ofstypes of data neTded for review

(i.e., program costs, success, and variability, predictions,

and supporting material), Section III presents preliminary

outcomes of the use of this process in evaluating 15 prc_

grams, of which nine were accorded a pass, sir were not

rated due to insufficient data, and one gas placed on

probation. Section IV summarizes the steps in the process

and assesses effects on HVCC. Appendicesinclude summarized

reports and sample forms.

Maryland Community Colleges 1980 Program 0Evaluation's.

Annapolis, MD: Maryland State Board for Community

Colleges, 1981. (ED 201 355; Mf-40.91, PC-48.60

(plus postage); 127 Poi)

This report contains qualitative 'evaluations of 48

. programs throughout .the Maryland Community college system,

. as well as a _statewide evaluitioriw;;9 Teacher Education

trarsfer programs. A summary of the Teacher Education

programs is presented first, 1r which Ole purpose and

vie p,f teac4c education in the community college, enroll-

men: trends, student characteristics, and transfer patterns

and problems are considered. The report then presents

48 program iyaluations completed by 'individual colleges

in response to questions relating to problems of low employ-

ment of or low awards for graduates, low enrollment, or

high costs. In addition to the Teacher Education programs,

the following programs are evaluated: Business Technology;

Automotive Technology; Ocean Engineering Technology; Inter

national Trade; Piano technology; Heating, Ventilation,

and Refrigeration; Environmental Health Technology; Mate-

rials Management; Television Operations and maintenance;

Chemical Technology; Business Management; Horticulture;

Recreation leadership; Agricultural Business; Early .Child-

hood Developmerit; Special Education Instructional Aide;

Banking, 191::ering Technology; Public Administration
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Assistant; Secretarial Science;

jai Resources;

56

Environmental and Renewable

Early Childhood Instruttional

Interior Design; Retailing; Computer

' Engineering; Criminal Justice;

Studies; and Retail Management.

Human

Aide; Insurance;

Technician;

Services;

General

General

Reap, Margaret C.; Covington, Helen C. Evaluation of

the Effectiveness of the Development Studies Program.

Rcusen, TX: North Harris County College, (1980).

(EJ 197 798, $0.91, PC--$2.00 (plus postage); 25 pp.)

A study was conducted

tc determine tre extent to

Program (DSc, was meeting

;:redistive re ability of

at North Harris County College

which its Developmental Studies

stated goals and to assess the

the screening tests used to

c.ace :-ccm.-g students in DSP courses. The study involved:

a' assessment of the need for the DSP program as evi.-...

de-ced :1,y tre oercentage of freshmen studentsenrolled

1- DEc =mursps from 1973-74 through 1979-80; (2) comparison

t'-e se', c3Urse grades, etnr.city, high school attendance,

an Ame-,:an Cbl.ege Testing (ACT) scores of developmental

and noc-deve.-,'..:,mertal Englis- and math students, (7) a

compar:sor 5; tre o,tcomes sf developmental and ron-develcb-

menta. E-94 1s- a-d math courses in terms of attrition

and cot:.et.,, rates (4t an exam:nation of tne mainstreaming

oc;o-.. ;; ..-c, as evidenced cy tre number of DSP students

w-s we's to successfully complete regular frest-man

glisn a-1 latr courses; (,, a statistical correlation

c grades ee.-ed by 54_-ilents In regular English and 'math

cs,rses w:.:r r scores or four screening tests ,,,

tne la:.'n--.,, -.evement Tests, ACT, Scholastic Acnieiement

Tes.-, and rac Tests): and It, an assessment oc the

extent ;iris' tne DSP lab was used and satisfied the

needs oc s'eder's. The study report details the methodology

and ilndlr, u' each of these six components.

v
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Sheldon, M. Stephen. Pattern for Vocational Follow Up.

Woodland Hills, CA: Los Angeles Pierce College,

1981. (ED 206 367; MF--$0.91, PC--$3.65 (plus postage);

25 pp.)

Although the primary purpose of this report is tc

present prototypical procedures for corductirg two-year

college vocational follow-up studies, it 4 also describes

the implementation and results of using these procedure_

in the evaluation of the electronics, computer science,

and tool and manufacturing programs at Los Angeles Pierce

College. After providing background on the development

of the model, the report considers problems in sampling

anfd the reasons for focusing on- program completers.

Next, data collection procedure% are reAilaired.' wnick

,n,pl.ed a highly structured telephone interiiew to deter-

mine course nUmber; program option; :course grade; age;

sex; et'.nicity; Auber of semester's attended; number

of courses completed; objectives in ?taking courses; judge-
,

ofment about t-e accomplishment ot tese objectives; degree(

certificate completion; field of iployment; work schedule;

period when graduate found t job; college presently

attending; evaluation of equip nt, materials, and instruc

tion; evaluation of usefuln ss of studies in obtaining

a better job, promotion, r raise; and probability of

taking more clases. Aft the methods of data analysis

are described, the resu s of the application of these

follow-up procedures at ierce are presented. The paper

concludes With recommendations' and conclusions regarding

the purposes and value o vocational follow-up for in-

stitutional and state purpose

Slark, Julie. Santa Ana College Human Services Program.

Evaluation. Santa Ana, CA: Santa Ana College, 1980.

(ED 196 476.; MF-10.91, PC-1t.30 (plus postage);

52 pp.)

C3
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In order to assess the effectiveness of its Human

Services vocational program, Santa Ana Coll me (SAC) con:

aducted three-part study involving: rir a survey of

the 678 students (including 22 graduates) who had enrolled
in a Human Services course from fall 1976 through Summer

1980; (2) a survey of 178 Human Services agencies in Orange
County, California; and (3) a review of Human Services

job market data clompilecAby the state of California.
The student questionnaire trolicited information on students'

educational goals and the extent to which they met their

goals, their involvement in Human Services prior to enrooll-
sent, their current employment and educational activities,
tne impact of course work on their careers, and their

evaluation of the training they had received at SAC.

The agency survey sought to determine present and future

demands for paraprofessional employees or volunteers,

the number of current employees/volunteers with SAC training,

the in-serdice training needs of agencies, the desirable

qualificatiors for 1-luman Services workers, and their famil-

iarity with and _evaluation of SAC's programs. The study

report, based on a 45% Mkspons,..e rate from the students

and a 58% response rate from the agencies, presents graphical

and textual analyses of all three study components and

discusses the implications of the findings for four program

objectives. The survey instruments are 'appended.

ERIC. materials are received from colleges, univer ties,

research institutions, state agencies, and other education -

'elated organizations and groups located throughout the

country. Toe Clearinghouse invites reports dealing with

institutional research as well as reports on other aspects

of community/junior college education. Please send two

copies of Paco document you would like to have for inclusion

In the EPIC collection to our Documents Coordinator.

,A an a;d to community college researchers, the

Clearinoocus4 performs two information services. First,

C,1
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our User Services Department conducts online searches of

the ERIC data base in response to requests for information;

a fee of $20.00 is charged to cover computer costs. Second,

the Clearinghouse regularly publishes Information Analysis

Products (IAP's) on topics of current Interest to community

college practitioners. We call your attention to two of

our most recent IAP's.

Two-Year Colleges: A Bibliography of the Predominant

Literature (1982)

Advisory Committees to the Humanities: A Handbook.

Florence Brawer and Alan Gates. (1981)

Single copies are available tat no charge from the Clearing-

house for Junior Colleges, 96 Powell Library Building,

University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024.

4r.
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